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 Une évidence

A FOREGONE 
CONCLUSION
Reine, a design consultant, lives with Noé, her beloved 
17-year-old son that she has raised on her own. As Noé 
is about to fly the nest, Reine realizes that she needs to 
reconsider her life. The new clients signed by her agency 
seem to be a godsend: an up-and-coming import company 
in Saint Malo, the city of sea merchants and buccaneers. 
Reine travels to Brittany to meet Pacôme, all rugged good 
looks and the soul of a traveler, and a mysterious second 
partner who will turn her life upside down.

9782749934778 | 2019 | 384 pages | 14 x 22,5 cm | 19.95 €

 Eiffel

EIFFEL
Not long after finishing his work on the Statue of Liberty, 
at the height of his career, Gustave Eiffel is invited by the 
French government to design something spectacular 
for the Universal Exhibition, to be held in Paris in 1889. 
Eiffel is focused on the project to build the metropolitan 
underground train system. But everything changes after 
a chance encounter with his childhood love, the beautiful 
Adrienne Bourgès. Their forbidden relationship gives him 
the inspiration that will alter the Parisian skyline forever.

9782749945866 | 2021 | 256 pages | 14 x 22,5 cm | 19.95 €

Literature & Fiction

Nicolas d'Estienne d'Orves

The love story that changed 
the Parisian skyline.

Literature & Fiction

Agnès Martin-Lugand

Do you have to free yourself 
from the past to write  
the future?
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 Les gens heureux  
lisent et boivent du café

HAPPY 
PEOPLE READ 
AND DRINK 
COFFEE
Diane, the owner of a cozy coffee shop in Paris, seems to 
have the perfect life. But when she loses her husband and 
daughter in a car accident, her life is turned upside down. 
Diane closes her shop and retreats from friends and family. 
One year later, she moves to a small town on the Irish coast, 
determined to rebuild her life alone, without anyone's help 
or pity. Then she meets Edward, a handsome and moody 
Irish photographer. Along windy shores and cobbled streets, 
Diane falls into a surprising and tumultuous romance.

9782749919980 | 2013 | 256 pages | 14 x 22,5 cm | 19.95 €

 Surface

SURFACE
A Paris suburb. A police operation goes wrong and Captain 
Noémie Chastain is shot in the head. She will survive, disfi-
gured, a living reminder for her colleagues of the dangerous 
nature of their job. Months later in rural France, the tiniest 
and quietest precinct in the country, where Noémie has 
been sent “to recover.” Her secret mission: write a report 
for the closure of the local police station. One morning, a 
keg is found in the lake near the village. Inside it, the body 
of a child that went missing 25 years ago...

9782749934983 | 2019 | 432 pages | 14 x 22,5 cm | 19.95 €

Literature & Fiction

Olivier Norek

The police captain  
is unwelcome there.  
As is her investigation here.

Literature & Fiction

Agnès Martin-Lugand

A heartbreaking story  
of love and loss that will twist 
readers up in knots.
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 Lettres à mes filles

THE FAVORED 
DAUGHTER
ONE WOMAN'S FIGHT  
TO LEAD AFGHANISTAN  
INTO THE FUTURE
As history seems to be repeating itself in Afghanistan, this 
story of survival and hope could not be more timely. Born 
to the second of her father's 7 wives in rural Afghanistan, 
Fawzia Koofi rose above her fate to become the first female 
Speaker of Parliament. Along the way, she faced the mur-
ders of her father, brother, and husband, and numerous 
attempts on her life. Here, she shares her amazing story, 
with poignant letters to her two daughters describing her 
dreams for the future of all their countrywomen.

9782749949574 | 2022 | 360 pages | 14 x 22,5 cm | 18.95 €

Humanities & Essays

Fawzia Koofi

The powerful memoirs  
of Fawzia Koofi, the human 
rights campaigner and first 
female Speaker of the Afghan 
parliament.
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